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Abstract. Wrapping is the process of navigating a data source, semi-
automatically extracting data and transforming it into a form suitable
for data processing applications. The semi-structured form of web pages,
coupled with the availability of business-relevant data, has led to the
availability of several established products on the market for wrapping
data from the Web. One such approach is the Lixto methodology [1], a
result of research performed at DBAI.
Many commercial applications also require the extraction of data from
PDF documents. There appear to be no general-purpose approaches to
fulfil this need and, as the PDF format is unstructured, this is a challeng-
ing task. We are investigating PDF data extraction in the NEXTWRAP
project. This paper presents our work in progress, with particular refer-
ence to low-level segmentation algorithms.

1 Introduction

A wide variety of information on today’s Web is published in Adobe’s Portable
Document Format (PDF). In particular, many business documents, such as
financial reports, newsletters and patent applications, are commonly published
in PDF.

The success of PDF can be attributed to its roots as a page-description
language. Any document can be converted to PDF as easily as sending it to the
printer, with the confidence that the formatting and layout will be preserved
when it is viewed or printed across different computing platforms.

Unfortunately, this approach presents one major drawback: most PDFs con-
tain little or no explicit structural information, making automated machine pro-
cessing and data extraction a difficult task. Although later versions of the PDF
specification support the use of XML tags to denote logical elements, these are
seldom found in business documents.

When a human reader views the document, various layout conventions in-
dicate to him/her its logical structure. In order to make PDF files amenable
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to machine processing, this logical structure needs to be rediscovered from the
layout, typographical and textual features of the content itself. This process is
known as document understanding.

2 Previous Work

2.1 Web Data Extraction

Current approaches to wrapper generation focus on semi-structured data sources
such as HTML. One approach, the Lixto Visual Wrapper, allows a non-expert
user to create wrapper programs in a predominantly visual and interactive fash-
ion by clicking on example instances on a visual rendition of the web page. In the
background, the software locates the data using a hierarchical representation of
the web page, the HTML parse tree. The user can fine-tune the selected data by
adding or removing logical conditions. The system then generates a program in
Elog [1], a declarative logic-based language, to automatically extract this data
from similarly structured sources, or from sources whose content changes over
time.

2.2 Document Understanding

Much work in the document analysis community is concerned with processing
documents that have been scanned or otherwise digitized. There are various
methods of segmentation [5, 6] and classification [6] that work on a binarized
image as input. Whilst we could make use of these algorithms by rasterizing the
PDF, this would effectively be taking a step backwards. The object information
that is available from the PDF file is already at a higher level; for example,
text is already classified as such. Therefore, our approach is to segment the page
directly on the object data (see section 4).

There is also significant work, particularly in the area of understanding tabu-
lar data, which deals with documents in monospaced ASCII format [4, 7]. These
techniques do not always adapt well to PDF files, as PDFs make use of a much
wider range of layout conventions to denote the same structural elements. We
have implemented a variant of the whitespace density graph in [4] and this has
proved useful at several levels of the document understanding process (see sec-
tion 4.3).

In contrast, there has been considerably less work that has dealt directly with
PDF files as input. One notable example is [2], in which the authors accessed the
individual objects using the Adobe Acrobat API. Acrobat’s inbuilt line-finding
algorithm was used to access the line objects directly. With a number of counting
and sorting procedures on the co-ordinates of each line, this method was able to
discern considerable logical information about the PDF file.

The fact that the methods in [2] analysed only text, and ignored elements
such as lines, boxes and images, suggests that the authoring process of a doc-
ument often encodes logical structure in a redundant way, and that certain el-
ements serve only to reinforce the structure and make it clearer to the reader.
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Nevertheless, we plan to make use of all the information available to us in order
to reliably understand as broad a class of documents as possible.

3 Overview of the Project

The first step in the extraction process is to segment, or break down, the doc-
ument into blocks that can be said to be atomic, i.e. to constitute the smallest
logical entity in the document. Typically these consist of paragraphs, headings,
titles and captions. In order to generate as complete an understanding as possi-
ble, we also aim to analyse graphical elements on the page such as images, lines
and boxes. We have experimented with some algorithms for this process, and
they are described, together with preliminary results, in section 4.

This stage of the work is being undertaken in collaboration with the AllRight
project at our institute, which aims to make use of similar visual techniques in
extracting tabular data from web pages [3].

Once the low-level analysis is complete, we can begin to group these atomic
blocks into larger composite structures and generate the logical structure of the
document. This will enable us to extract data from the document in a logical
way. We plan to investigate various methods for doing this, as summarized below.
The process is illustrated in figure 1.

PDF G e o m e t r i c
s t r u c t u r e X M L

O n t o l o g y
( i n s t a n c e s )

O n t o l o g y
( c o n c e p t s )

X M L
o u t p u t

s e g m e n t a t i o n

o n t o l o g i c a l
q u e r y

X M L
w r a p p i n g

s p a t i a l  r e a s o n i n g

u n d e r s t a n d i n g

Fig. 1. Outline of possible methods for wrapping from PDF

– ontology-based wrapping: this approach makes use of a document-generic
ontology to represent the rules and relationships between the various doc-
ument objects. At some stage of the document understanding process, this
ontology is populated with objects from the document. The remaining high-
level understanding and content extraction is performed using established
tools for ontological reasoning. This approach also can naturally be extended
to ontologies that are specific to a particular document class.

– conversion to a structured format: this approach makes use of rules,
expressed in a logical or procedural language, to classify and find relation-
ships between the blocks. This process will allow us to represent the content
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in a hierarchical structure such as XML. Thus the current techniques within
the Lixto suite for wrapping from HTML could be extended to work with
this XML format.

– spatial reasoning: this approach does not aim to generate a complete un-
derstanding of the document, but rather to select document objects accord-
ing to how they occur (or relate to other objects) on the physical page. Some-
times, it may be simpler for a wrapper designer to sidestep the document
understanding process and extract objects simply based on their location.

The final stage is to integrate the new methods with the existing Lixto soft-
ware, ensuring that the user can interact with a visual rendition of the PDF file,
with the complexity of the underlying representation being entirely hidden.

4 The Segmentation Process

The aim of segmentation is to divide the page into atomic segments, or blocks,
that can be said to contain one logical entity, or “idea”, in the document’s struc-
ture. This is a task that utilizes visual cues on the page, and therefore borrows
many techniques from computer vision. Naturally, there are two main approaches
to segmenting a page; top-down and bottom-up. We have implemented both ap-
proaches, and our algorithms are described in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Section 4.3
describes some of the techniques we have used in our algorithms.

These algorithms were implemented in our prototype using PDFBox,1 a Java
LGPL library, to parse the PDF data and return a set of low-level page objects
such as text fragments, lines, rectangles and images. The results of our processing
are output to XML and are visualized using the XMIllum framework.2

4.1 Top-Down Hierarchical Segmentation

In the top-down approach each page is divided, usually hierarchically, into in-
creasingly smaller segments until it is either not possible to divide the segment
any further or it is determined that the segment contains one logical entity.

Our algorithm is based on [5]. The page is recursively divided by examining
the whitespace density graph (see section 4.3) in both horizontal and vertical
directions and looking for a region with 100% whitespace. If there is more than
one region with 100% whitespace, the division with the highest status, or im-
portance, must be chosen. The page is consequently divided into two regions by
the chosen whitespace division and the process is repeated recursively for each
region until no potential division with 100% whitespace is found. An example of
this method is given in figure 2.

The benefit of this approach is that the resulting hierarchical structure can
easily be adapted to represent the logical structure of the page by combining
levels where the division or “cut” is made in the same direction. However, this
approach fails to completely segment certain layouts, as shown in figure 3.
1 PDFBox, http://www.pdfbox.org
2 XMIllum, http://xmillum.sourceforge.net
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By Sabrina Tavernise
and John F. Burns

MAHMUDIYA,Iraq: A small but
telling test of Iraq’s fledgling new army
came last week in this farm town south
of Baghdad, when a group of Iraqi sol-
diers,endinga houseraidandrushing
to boardpickup trucks theyuse as
troopcarriers, abandonedtheblind-
folded,handcuffedman theyhadcome
to arrest.
‘‘Theyleft thedetainee,’’ anaston-

ished American soldiersaid, spotting
the mansquatting inthe dust along a
residential street. ‘‘They just left him
there. Sweet.’’
The Iraqi troops wereon their sev-

enth houseraid ofthe morning,part of
a cordon-and-searchoperation inan
area of towns and farmlands so danger-

ous that Americansoldiers call it the
Triangle of Death. Prompted by the sol-
dier, the Iraqis ran back for the prisoner
and managedmuch ofthe rest of their
mission effectively,rounding up13 in-
surgent suspects inthree hours with-
out having to call for direct involve-
ment of the watching American
t ro o p s .
Such limitedsuccesses standagainst

a backdrop ofAmerican disappoint-
ment withmany ofthe Iraqiunits,
whoseeffectiveness is crucial to a fu-
ture Americantroop withdrawal.De-
spite theBush administration’s insist-
ent optimism, Americans working with

the Iraqis in the field believe it could be
several years,at least,before thenew
Iraqi forces will be ready to stand alone
against the insurgents.
A few days before the Mahmudiya

raids, Iraqisoldiers manninga local
checkpoint fell asleep. Inthe predawn
hours, thecheckpoint was ambushed
by insurgents who tosseda grenadein-
tothebuilding, thenstormedinand
killed at least eightIraqis whohad sur-
vived thegrenade, U.S.soldiers said.
Sincetheattack, Americantroopshave
beenconducting nighttimepatrols to
make sure the Iraqis stay awake.

Can Iraq’s army take care of itself?

By Thomas Crampton

PARIS: The French journalist
Florence Aubenas,looking thinnerbut
radiant after 157 days as a hostage in
Iraq, returnedhome toa joyful wel-
come Sunday and told of being held in a
cellar, tiedand blindfolded,and strug-
gling with depression.
Her Iraqi interpreter,Hussein Ha-

nun, was also released and rejoined his
family in Iraq.
Thin and beaming with a broad
smileas shedescendedfrom a French
military aircraft at an airstripin Villa-
coublay,west of Paris,Aubenas was
greeted withcheers from journalists
coveringthe event and a kiss oneach
cheek from President Jacques Chirac.
‘‘Iam hereto thankall of thosein

France who supportedmy liberation,’’
Aubenas said,adding that shewould
detail theexperience at a news confer-
ence this week. ‘‘We were ina base-
ment, and conditions were severe.’’
Shegaveno informationabout the

identity of her kidnappers and no de-
tails about herrelease. Oneanecdote
she didrelate was about anevening
whenhercaptors, concernedshewas
toodepressed, loosenedties around
herwrists andankles and allowedher
to watch a broadcast of the French tele-
vision station TV5.
‘‘I saw this number on the screen and

it was a 140,’’ Aubenas said. ‘‘It took a
whiletorealizeit referredtothenum-
ber of days I was captive, and I can’t tell
you how great it felt.’’
Earlier in theday, French officials

droveHanunto his homeincentral
Baghdad, where Agence France-Presse
reported that a crowd of neighbors
gathered tocelebrate his liberation by
slaughtering a sheep. Hanun, described
as drawnandthin, stayedsilent as he
hugged his crying wife and daughter.
Aubenas, a 44-year-old veteranre-

porterfor thenewspaper, hadcovered
many ofthe world’s hot spotsfor Libér-
ation. In Iraq to report on the election,
she and Hanun were abducted on Jan. 5.
The French government insisted Sun-
day that no ransom was paidto secure
the release of the French journalist.
‘‘There was absolutelyno demand

for money. No ransom was paid,’’ a gov-
ernment spokesman, Jean-François
Copé said.‘‘The one thing Ican con-
firm to you is that there was no ransom
pa id.’’
Thenewsroom at Libérationwas

electric with excitement when the
news of Aubenas’s release was an-
nounced,said ChristopheBoltanski,
deputy foreigneditor andthe last per-
son at Libération tospeak with Auben-
as before her abduction.

By Celia W. Dugger

The deal reached overthe weekend
amongtherichest countries tocancel
$40 billionof debt owedby 18of the
poorest nations was a majorbreak-
through on a dauntingly complex issue,
though it will result in onlymodest in-
creases inmoney availableto combat
hunger, sickness andilliteracy in the
developing world.
Even so,it has a significance that

goes beyondthe limitednew funds,
analysts say.It will free richand poor
countries alike from decades of time-
consuming and tiresome haggling over

theterms ofdebts noone expectedto
berepaid, freeingthem tofocus onthe
real work of development.
It gives the lucky 18that comeout of

this witha cleanslate on
debts to theWorldBank,
the African Development
Bank and the International

MonetaryFund theabilityto count on
theextra moneyfrom debt reliefinthe
years ahead and use it to build strategies
forpoverty reductionthat are less sub-
ject to the whims of the wealthy donors.
And advocates hopethat this victory

on an issue they have put at the heart of
years of hard-fought lobbyingwill

bring fresh momentum in their broader
global antipoverty campaign on the tri-
fecta of debt relief, increased aid and
reduced trade barriers.
Still, it is clear that debt cancellation

alone will not producelarge newre-
sourcesfordevelopment. It will put an
averageof$1.5billion a yearinthe
hands ofthe 18countries, amongthem
Burkina Faso, Ghana and Ethiopia.

Debt relief agreement the work
ofadiversecoalition. Page 3

Regis Duvignau/Reuters

Florence Aubenas, right, being embraced by her mother, Jacqueline, as the freed French journalist arrived Sunday in Paris.

In Europe, division
among old and new
Problems run deeper than constitution

A soldier’s past catches up
Serb in video of killings tries to lead quiet life

A suspected terrorist bomb blast
derailed a train travelingfrom
Chechnya to MoscowonSunday,
woundingat least 15 peopleand
marring the Day of Russia national
hol iday.
Fourcars of thepassengertrain

from theChechen capital,Grozny,
jumped the tracks after the train’s
engineer saw an explosion on the
railbedaheadof theengine,Diana
Shemyakina, a spokeswoman for
the Federal Security Service
said. Page 3

UniCredito seals
deal to buy HVB
UniCredito of Italy and the Ger-

man lender HVB agreed Sunday to
the largest-ever cross-border
bankingdeal in Europe,ina sign
that the political rifts that seem to
be dividing Europe in recent
weeks maybe overshadowedby
stark fiscal factors that are forcing
members to cooperate.
UniCredito will buy the second-
largest Germanbank inan all-
stock offer valuedat ¤15.4 billion,
or$18.7billion. Page 11

2 hostages
freed from
their long
Iraq ordeal
French journalist
returns to Paris as
her aide joins family

By Nicholas Wood

VUKOVAR,Croatia: Fourteen years
after conflict raged through this once-
pretty Croatianregion as Yugoslavia
began to fall apart, the destruction is
still visible.
New and restored houses stand

alongside overgrownruins ofonce
grand 19th-century buildings. Gleam-
ing new roads lead through scrubland
markedwith redtapeand signs that
warn of minefields.
Serbs and Croats are living in their

oldhomes once againhere,but they
have new neighbors, too — silent mem-
ories that few forget and fewerdiscuss.
The formercombatants, brutal in war,
now try to lead very ordinary lives.
TakeSlobodan Davidovic,a former
waiter and part-time construction
worker from a small village to the south
of Vukovar, a few kilometers from the
Serbian border.
Davidovic’s war caught up with him

this month in the most public of ways:
heappeared ina video shownacross
television networks throughout the
Balkans.There heis,dressed inblack,
wearinga black beret,orderingfellow
soldiers around at thekilling of six
Muslim menand boys inBosnia,some
ofthe7,000from thetownofSrebren-
ica killed by Serbs in July 1995.

The image is hardto match with the
manliving inthe littlevillage ofSidski
Banovci. Since the endof war, he has
lived on and off with his brother and el-
derlymother insmall houseoff thevil-
lage’s main street. Neighbors uni-
formly describehim as a good man,
intelligent and hard working.
Officiallyheis describedbytheSer-

bian police as in hiding, one of two sus-
pects still sought inconnection with
the killings. Fiveothers have already
been arrested.
Approached just outside a church on

Sunday, hesimply admittedhis mem-
bership ofthe Scorpions,the Serb po-
lice unit seen on the videotape.
Yes, hesaid had seen thetape. ‘‘How
couldanybody not feel bad about what
was on that tape?’’ he said.
Davidovic was one ofdozens of men

who joinedthe Scorpions in 1991at the
height of fighting in the region. The unit
fought in Bosnia andwas then incor-
porated into the Serbian police and sent
to Kosovo.It is describedby Serbia’s
chiefwar crimes prosecutor as doing
the ‘‘dirty work’’ of the Serbian police.
Some members of the Scorpions still

liveinthe region,but themajority
moved to Sid, a Serb town across the
b o rd e r.

By Judy Dempsey

BERLIN: When 10 new countries
were admitted to the European Union
onMay1last year,therewas a real
sensethat the divisions ofEuropecre-
ated by the big powers after 1945 had fi-
nally been overcome.
During that sunny afternoonin Dub-

lin, few of the 25 leaders of the enlarged
EU could have imagined that, 12 months
later, theUnion wouldplunge intoone
of its deepest crises for many years.
This turning point has been reached
not just because ofthe rejectionby
France andthe Netherlands ofthe pro-
posed European constitution,
or the increasingly bitter
wrangling over the EU’s
budget that is unlikelyto be
resolved at this week’s sum-
mit meeting in Brussels.
It is something much more

fundamental.The newcoun-
tries, most of them from
formerlyCommunist EasternEurope,
areaiming forfurtherrounds ofen-
largement in order tomake all of
Europestronger, moreprosperous and
above all,secure. They arealso in-
tensely aware of the challenges coming
from India and China.
In contrast, a largepart of public

opinioninthe oldmemberstates has
turned against Europe, equating it with
too much economic liberalism, a loss of
control over destinyand insecurity
bredbothof dissatisfactionwithBrus-
sels andtheswift changeofa worldin
the throes of technological revolution.
ManyWest Europeans didnot really
absorb enlargement last year.
Now, they are keenly aware of it, and

fear the EU maybe aggravating the
threats ofglobalization byopening
borders to cheaperlabor andcheaper
p ro d uc t s .
‘‘New member countries want more

integration and more enlargement,’’
said Jacek Rostowski,an economics
professor at the Central European Uni-
versity in Budapest.
‘‘This means more competition, flex-

ibility but also a strongerEurope to
deal with the new challenges.’’
The new memberstates have found

few allies among the old 15. If anything,
in a bizarre twist tothe history of the
EU,theprinciples ofenlargement and
integration are beingjettisoned by
someofthe foundingmembers,partic-
ularly France and the Netherlands.
The big questionis which direction
Germany,the biggest ofthe 25EU
member states, will take. Much will de-
pend on the outcome of the German na-
tional elections, which are expected in
September. Chancellor Gerhard Schrö-
der has taken a much more positive

view for example of bringing
Turkeyintothe EUthanhis
possible successor,Angela
Merkel,leader oftheconser-
vative Christian Democrats.
‘‘Germany is pivotal in in-

fluencing the future direc-
tion of Europe,’’ said François
Heisbourg,director ofthe

Foundation for Strategic Studies in Par-
is.
‘‘Germanyhas traditionallysuppor-

ted enlargement andintegration. But
there are changes taking place inside
Germany with people questioning not
just further enlargement but the EUit-
self. As yet, Berlin has not fully decided
which wayto take theEuropean Un-
i o n . ’’
Issues like unemployment, globaliza-

tion,thebelief that newmemberstates
are taking away jobs from the older
ones and deepskepticism towardthe
economic changes necessary tocreate
moreflexibility andcompetitiveness
have made public opinion across old
Europe unsure about the merits of any
future widening and deepening.
The smaller East European coun-
tries, in contrast, are battling to protect
the principles that gave them stability.

Chechnya train
derailed by blast

Debt deal: A complicated victory

Some U.S. legislators urge closing
ofGuantánamocenter. Page 4

EUROPE, Continued on Page 7

EU nations in final talks on a
2007-2013budgetdeal. Page 3

Young mayor lifts
Japan’s 2nd city
Hiroshi Nakada,the mayorof

Yokohama, has become a star in the
staid world of Japanese politics. He
has surprised the political es-

tablish ment
and is cred-
ited with re-
i nvigorati ng
the second-
largest Ja-
panese city.

Page 2

Despite U.S. hopes,
efficiency is elusive

N ew s
Analysis

Agence France-Presse

Iranian women demand more rights
A woman shouting Sunday in Tehran during an unauthorized protest against the
second-class status of women under the Islamic regime. It came on the same day
fourbombsstruckthecountryasitpreparesforapresidentialelection. Page 4
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Fig. 2. Front page from the International Herald Tribune newspaper (left) with its
successful top-down segmentation (right).

Fig. 3. A different issue of the International Herald Tribune. Top-down segmentation
(left) fails to completely segment the page (the bottom-left quadrant is not segmented),
whereas bottom-up clustering (right) succeeds.
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4.2 Bottom-Up Clustering

In the bottom-up approach individual text fragments are clustered together to
form increasingly larger and more meaningful blocks in the document. For ex-
ample, text fragments are first merged into lines which, in turn, are merged into
paragraphs.

Our algorithm uses heuristics to merge individual text fragments into lines.
Each line is then examined in turn, from top to bottom. In a multi-column page
each column is analysed separately. Lines are merged into complete paragraphs
if the distance between them is below a certain threshold and if the font sizes
are similar. This threshold distance is a function of the modal line spacing. The
result is shown in figure 3, compared with the unsuccessful result of the top-down
approach.

4.3 Techniques We Have Applied

The Neighbourhood Graph. In order to reduce the run-time of our bottom-
up clustering algorithm we decided to store the content in an undirected graph
where each text fragment (and higher-level composite objects) is represented by
a node. All neighbouring objects within “line-of-sight” are connected by vertices.
This data structure also has the benefit of simplifying the code in our clustering
algorithm. An example is given in figures 4–6.

Page Divisions. A complex page layout, such as that of a newspaper, makes use
of three predominant features to inform the reader where the various sections lie:
rivers of whitespace, ruling lines and rectangular boxes. In our implementation,
these separators are all represented as page divisions. In fact, lines and boxes are
often redundant as their removal will leave a river of whitespace in their place.
Therefore, it should be possible to locate such page divisions simply by analysing
the text objects on the page. However, we plan to make use of the existence and
thickness of ruling lines in determining the relative status, or importance, of each
page division.

The Whitespace Density Graph. The whitespace density graph is a projec-
tion profiling method that scans along a given region of the page in a horizontal
or vertical direction. Each point in the graph represents the total density of
whitespace at that particular horizontal or vertical projection.

This term was introduced in [4], where a horizontal projection profile was
used to determine the location of individual columns in tables. In [5] this method
was used in both vertical and horizontal directions in the implementation of the
recursive X-Y cut algorithm for segmenting a page. A variant of this algorithm
has been implemented here.

Traditionally, projection profile methods worked on the individual pixel level
to calculate the density at a given position. With PDF, it is not convenient to do
this, and we approximate by assuming all objects to have uniform black density.
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This technique also brings significant speed improvements [5] whilst producing
a sufficiently accurate result for our purposes.

This is paragraph text.
This is an o ther l in e.

Heading

Tab l e c el l
Tab l e c el l

Table heading
Tab l e c el l
Tab l e c el l

Tab l e c el l
Tab l e c el l

Fig. 4. A simple example of paragraph text and tabular content on a page

This is p a r a g r a p h t e x t .

This is a n o t h e r l in e .

Head i n g

Ta b l e c e l l

Ta b l e c e l l

Table h ead i n g

Fig. 5. Neighbourhood graph of figure 4. Vertices that join text fragments within the
same segment are drawn with solid lines

This is paragraph text.
This is an o ther l in e.

Heading

Tab l e c el l
Tab l e c el l

Table heading
Tab l e c el l
Tab l e c el l

Tab l e c el l
Tab l e c el l

Fig. 6. The content of figure 4 after segmentation

5 Conclusion

Low-level page segmentation forms the basis upon which higher-level methods
of document understanding and concept-based data extraction are performed.
In this paper we have described two approaches for performing this process and
their relative merits and disadvantages.

What makes the human visual system particularly good at understanding a
page layout is its ability to analyse the image at different levels of granularity
at the same time. For example, if we were to look at a newspaper page from a
distance, we may not be able to see the individual words, but we can still tell
where the columns lie. If we move closer to the page, we begin to notice the
individual paragraphs, bylines, captions and other elements. Yet we can still tell
where the individual columns lie, as the overall shape of the text dictates this
to us.

We have tried to simulate some of these processes with our algorithms, and
believe that the results can be improved further by combining our top-down and
bottom-up approaches to layout analysis.
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6 Further Work

We are currently experimenting with a more complex algorithm that aims to
simulate more closely how a human reader would analyse a page. It is based on
two principles:

– Reasoning with uncertainty: the use of a probabilistic or other score-
based system to generate confidence measures to represent how likely a given
decision is true or false

– Reasoning at different levels of granularity: the ability to make de-
cisions based on information obtained from all granular levels of the page
structure, from columns and paragraphs to individual text fragments

At the lowest level of granularity, a set of rules or functions is used to generate
confidence measures to represent the likelihood of neighbouring segments belong-
ing to the same segment. To simplify processing, these functions can only make
use of information within the respective two text blocks (such as co-ordinates,
font size, textual similarity, etc.) and their proposed classification (such as para-
graph, table cell, etc.)

Higher level decisions, such as the location of a paragraph or table column, are
made using algorithms similar to those described earlier in this paper. However,
instead of returning just one result, they return a set of possible candidate results.
To select the best result, the scores in the corresponding lower-level blocks are
evaluated. Thus the algorithm can choose the best “fit” on all levels of granularity
by recursively evaluating and combining these scores.

We expect this approach to be more flexible and tolerant of small idiosyncra-
cies in page layout that would cause problems for simpler algorithms. We also
believe that, by adding additional rules, it will be relatively simple to extend the
algorithm to cope with new layout structures such as tables and lists.
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